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SS 55 dell’Isonzo (Sablici - Gorizia)

The information detailed in this Case Study has been provided by Anas S.p.A.
Statal Road SS 55 dell’Isonzo runs from the town of San Giovanni di Duino (Trieste Province) to the city of Gorizia (CH.
18+520) at the intersection with the A34 motorway, and crosses the region of Friuli Venezia Giulia in north-eastern
Italy. The section is managed by Anas and this analysis starts from the junction with the SS 14racc near Sablici and
ends at CH. 18+520.

Figure 1. Location of SS 55 dell’Isonzo

The road is a single carriageway with at-grade intersections and the
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) is about 9.000 vehicles.
The location of SS 55 is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figures 2-5 below show typical cross sections of the analysed road.

Assessment of Crash Data
Road crash data are analysed for the years 2015-2017, covering
the risk rate calculation period. The Crash Risk Mapping and Star
Rating methodologies only consider fatal and serious injury crashes
in calculating Risk Rate and Star Rating Score. However, currently
in Italy it is not possible to disaggregate between serious and slight
crashes, so all crashes with injuries, regardless of the severity of the
consequences, were considered.

Figure 2. SS 55 – CH. 3+900

On the road between Sablici (CH. 2+900) and Gorizia (CH. 18+500),
only one fatal crash was recorded in the period under consideration
(2015-2017), while there were 33 crashes with injuries (slight
and serious). Just over a quarter (26,5%) of crashes occurred at
intersections and the same for those involving run-off the road crashes
(Chart 1).

Figure 3. SS 55 – CH. 9+800

Chart 1. Crash distribution by type (2015-2017)

Table 1 shows the annual crash distribution on the road under
investigation (from CH. 2+900 and CH. 18+500).

Figure 4. SS 55 – CH. 15+600

Table1. SS 55 Sablici (CH. 2+900) – Gorizia (CH. 18+500)
– Crash distribution by year (2015-2017)
Figure 5. SS 55 – CH. 16+700
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Network Wide Road Assessment

A combination of Crash Risk Rate (the Crash Risk Mapping) results and Star Rating Score data has
been used to consider whether the Crash Risk Mapping has identified a dangerous road section worthy
of further study and improvement.
The Risk Rate (2015-2017 period) is 218.32 fatal crashes per billion vehicle kilometers on the entire
road section under investigation. This risk rate is associated with a Medium risk rate band.

Table 2. Comparison between Risk Rate
and Star Rating - vehicle occupant

Figure 6. Risk Rating of SS 55
(Sablici - Gorizia)

Detailed Road Assessment
Focusing on this road, Star Rating was implemented as
a supplementary part of the analysis. Through the Star
Rating the infrastructure safety standard for each road
user (vehicle occupant, motorcyclist and pedestrian)
is estimated. In Tables 2-5, the Star Rating for each
road user is compared with the Risk Rate calculated.
As it may be seen from Table 2, approximately half
of the total length of the road considered (51,3%) is
scoring 2-stars according to the Star Rating protocol
for vehicle occupants, with the rest falling mainly into
3-stars band.
From the Table 3 it may be seen that also for
motorcyclists a little more than 50% of the road falls
into the 2-star band, and the remaining half is more or
less divided between 1-star and 3-star.
Finally, the Star Rating for pedestrians and cyclists
(see tables 4 and 5) shows that for these categories of
users, most of the length of the section analysed falls
into the lowest class (1-star).
Table 3. Star Rating band - motorcyclist

Table 4. Star Rating band – Bicyclist
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Conclusions
Crash Risk Mapping shows a Medium Risk Rate for
the whole length of the SS 55 from Sablici to Gorizia
(15,6 km) for the period 2015-2017, while the Star
Rating showed that for all road users half or more of
the road is characterised by low to medium-low “in
built” safety (1- or 2-star) and may therefore require
action for improvement.
The Star Rating Maps allow the identification of
specific road sections with a lower safety level and
therefore the prioritisation of further detailed analysis.

Table 5. Star Rating band – Pedestrian

Table 6. Distribution of section length over the Star Rating bands

The parts of this road that score least well for different
road users could be analysed in more detail if required
by using a risk worm to assess risk every 100m.
Analysis of what can be done to improve the section
may be conducted using the Safer Roads Investment
Plan (SRIP) available within iRAP’s ViDA software
platform.

